FROM WHERE WE COME AND WHERE WE GO
Where do we come from and where do we go to?
We come from the future and we go back to the future.
Where do our souls live?
Our souls live in the future.
The future as the kingdom of possibilities is not only the kingdom of knowledge, but
also the kingdom of our souls.
We will not be able to understand this wordplay unless we become aware of one
fundamental distinguishing feature: This is the distinction between the “Future, destined
to turn into Present, and the “Future, that will never become Present”.
The first is the future in which man lives and moves, the second is the future in which
his soul lives and moves. The fist and the second future are perpendicular to each other as
perpendicular to each other are the two different types of time, which they belong to.
The future in which man lives and moves is the time of Linear Consecutive Time. The
future, in which his soul moves, is the time of Perpendicular Instantaneous Simultaneous
Time.
Linear Consecutive Time constantly creates Actualistic Macroscopic Future. Perpendicular
Instantaneous Simultaneous Time constantly creates Possibilistic Quantum Future.
If we cannot see the souls of our dead parents and beloved; if we cannot meet with our
own souls, and if the Present in which we live constantly is chasing the Future, but can never
reach it because it instantly turns the Future from Future into Present – this is so because
the first and the second future never meet and can never approach each other.
The reason why the alive cannot meet their souls is identical to the reason, for which
the alive never meet the souls of the dead: This reason is the Movement of the Body in
Linear Consecutive Time, which main feature is constantly to transform the Possibilistic
Quantum Future into Actualistic macroscopic Present, and to transform the Movement
of our souls into simultaneous Instantaneous Time, whose Possibilistic Quantum Future
never transforms into Macroscopic Present.
The Future that never becomes Present is Quantum Possibilistic Future, whose Wave
Functions never undergo Reduction.
The Future, destined to be transformed into Present, is the future, whose Wave Functions
undergo Reduction.
“Future, that will never be transformed into present” is a particular part of the time,
in which there is no time - timeless time. This is the future that never transforms itself into
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present and in fact is the eternity itself. This is Consciousness.
When we say that our souls live in the future and come from the future we mean the
future that will never become present. One part of the future constantly forms and gives
birth to the present – there is only one wave of possibilities that can come and become
present by reduction of Wave function (see our scheme).
The cell of the present catches only one wave of Possibilistic future and transforms its
Wave function into Perception function, which builds the Present and the Microscopic
world. And all the rest of the waves of the Possibilistic future, which are not swollen by the
cell of the Present, return to their kingdom of Omni-possibility.
The other part of the future never transforms into present. In that part of the Possibilistic
Quantum Future, which transforms into Actualistic Macroscopic Actualistic Present, live
and move our bodies.
In that part of Possibilistic Quantum Future, that never transforms into actualistic
macro-present because it never undergoes Reduction, live and move our souls and also live
and move the souls of the dead.
This is the reason why our souls live and move along with the souls of the dead and
meet with them. And we, ourselves, obsessed and captured by our perceptions in the Linear
Consecutive time – live and move in the Future, which constantly dies because of its touch
with the Present – which “Touch”, as we just explained, is simply the way the Possibilistic
Future to be turned into Actualistic Present.
When we say – The Homeland of our souls is the future – we do not mean our personal
future that is ahead of us; neither the future of the others nor the future of the mankind – we
mean the objective future, which owes its objectivity to the fact that it will never transform
into present, and this objective future is the future of our souls.
The human souls do not live where the people go – this is the distinction between
the alive and the dead; and this is the distinction between the alive and their souls, which
is the distinction between the movements of the two different kinds of time, defining the
two types of future.
Yet, the bitter irony is that the alive never meet with their souls because they and their
souls travel in two, different perpendicular to each other times, and the two types of future
never meet each other.
The familiar linear consecutive time is the one that creates Actualistic Macroscopic
Future, in which travel the alive and who, through their lives, constantly transform the
future into present, and so they lose the future itself and cannot approach and touch their
own souls, that live inside them.
The Possibilistic Quantum Future -ever remaining unknown to the perceptions (as
far as our perceptions are those Wave Functions that have undergone Reduction and have
transformed into Perception Functions) but yet full of the Conceptions and giving life of
the Conceptions, whose substance itself is Unreduced Wave Functions, which never undergo
reduction – is the future in which live and move our immortal and transcendental souls,
along with all the souls of the dead.
The irony of the universe is that our Individual souls are as transcendental and
immortal as the souls of the dead are; as transcendental and immortal as our own Thoughts,
Concepts and Memory are – all of them occupying the Consciousness. The substance of
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the Consciousness is the Future described above that never becomes Present.
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